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The correlations that can be observed between a set of variables depend on the causal structure
underpinning them. Causal structures can be modeled using directed acyclic graphs, where nodes
represent variables and edges denote functional dependencies. In this work, we describe a general
algorithm for computing information-theoretic constraints on the correlations that can arise from
a given interaction pattern, where we allow for classical as well as quantum variables. We apply
the general technique to two relevant cases: First, we show that the principle of information causality
appears naturally in our framework and go on to generalize and strengthen it. Second, we derive
bounds on the correlations that can occur in a networked architecture, where a set of few-body
quantum systems is distributed among a larger number of parties.
INTRODUCTION
A causal structure for a set of classical variables is a
graph, where every variable is associated with a node
and a directed edge denotes functional dependence.
Such a causal model offers a means of explaining de-
pendencies between variables, by specifying the pro-
cess that gave rise to them. More formally, variables
X1, . . . , Xn form a Bayesian network with respect to a di-
rected, acyclic graph, if every variable Xi depends only
on its graph-theoretic parents pai. This is the case [1, 2]
if and only if the distribution factorizes as in
p(x1, . . . , xn) =
n
∏
i=1
p(xi|xPAi ). (1)
One can ask the following fundamental question: Given
a subset of of variables, which correlations between them are
compatible with a given causal structure? In this work, we
measure “correlations” in terms of the collection of joint
entropies of the the variables (a precise definition will
be given below).
This problem appears in several contexts. In the
young field of causal inference, the goal is to learn causal
dependencies from empirical data [1, 2]. If observed
correlations are incompatible with a presumed causal
structure, it can be discarded as a possible model. This
is close to the reasoning employed in Bell’s Theorem [3] –
a connection which is increasingly appreciated among
quantum physicists [4–10]. In the context of communica-
tion theory, these joint entropies describe the capacities
that can be achieved in network coding protocols [11].
In this work, we are interested in quantum general-
izations of causal structures. Nodes are now allowed
to represent either quantum or classical systems, and
edges are quantum operations. An important concep-
tual difference to the purely classical setup is rooted
in the fact that quantum operations disturb their input.
Put differently, quantum mechanics does not assign a
joint state to the input and the output of an operation.
Therefore, there is in general no analogue to (1), i.e.,
a global density operator for all nodes in a quantum
causal structure cannot be defined. However, if we pick
a set of nodes that do coexist (e.g. because they are clas-
sical, or because they are created at the same instance
of time), then we can again ask: Which joint entropies
of coexisting nodes can result from a given quantum causal
structure? The main contribution of this work is to de-
scribe a systematic algorithm for answering this ques-
tion, generalizing previous results on the classical case
[6, 7, 12–14]. We illustrate the versatility and practical
relevance with two examples. The details, along with
more examples including, e.g. dense coding schemes
[15], are presented in the main text.
Distributed architectures.—Consider a scenario where,
in a first step, several few-body quantum states are dis-
tributed among a number of parties. In a second step,
each party processes those parts of the states it has ac-
cess to (e.g. by performing a coherent operation or a
joint measurement). Such setups are studied e.g. in
distributed quantum computing [16, 17], quantum net-
works [18], quantum non-locality [19], and quantum re-
peaters [20]. Which limits on the resulting correlations
are implied by the network topology alone? Our frame-
work can be used to compute these systematically. We
will, e.g., prove certain monogamy relations between the
correlations that can result from measurements on dis-
tributed quantum states.
Information causality.—The “no-signalling principle”
alone is insufficient to explain the “degree of non-
locality” exhibited by quantum mechanics [21]. This
has motivated the search for stronger, operationally mo-
tivated principles, that may single out quantum me-
chanical correlations [22–30]. One of these is informa-
tion causality (IC) [24, 31] which posits that an m bit
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2FIG. 1. (a) An example of distributed architecture involving
bipartite entangled states. Each of the underlying quantum
states can connect at most two of the observable variables,
what implies a non-trivial monogamy of correlations as cap-
tured in (9). b The quantum causal structure associated with
the information causality principle.
message from Alice to Bob must not allow Bob to learn
more than m bits about a string held by Alice. A precise
formulation of the protocol involves a relatively com-
plicated quantum causal structure (Fig. 1b). It implies
an information-theoretic bound on the mutual informa-
tion between bits Xi held by Alice and guesses Yi of
these by Bob [24]. Here, we note that the IC setup falls
into our framework and we put the machinery to use
to generalize and strengthen it. We will show below
that by taking additional information into account, our
strengthened IC principle can identify super-quantum
correlations that could not have been detected in the
original formulation.
QUANTUM CAUSAL STRUCTURES
Informally, a quantum causal structure specifies the
functional dependency between a collection of quan-
tum and classical variables. We find it helpful to em-
ploy a graphical notation, where we aim to closely fol-
low the conventions of classical graphical models [1, 2].
There are two basic building blocks: Root nodes are
labeled by a set of quantum systems and represent a
density operator for these systems
, $AB.
The second type is given by nodes with incoming edges.
Again, both the edges and the node carry the labels of
quantum systems. Such symbols represent a quantum
operation (completely positive, trace-preserving map)
from the systems associated with the edges to the ones
associated with the node:
, ΦAB→CD : A⊗ B→ C⊗ D.
These blocks may be combined: a node containing a
system X can be connected to an edge with the same
label. The interpretation is, of course, that X serves as
the input to the associated operation. For example,
, $C = ΦAB→C($A ⊗ $B)
says that the state of system C is the result of applying
an operation ΦAB→C to a product state on AB. To avoid
ambiguities, we will never use the same label in two
different nodes (in particular, we always assume that
the output systems of an operation are distinct from
the input systems). For a more involved example, note
that Fig. 1(a) gives a fairly readable representation of
the following cumbersome algebraic statement:
$ABC =
[
ΦA1 A2→A ⊗ΦB1B2→B ⊗ΦC1C2→C
]
(2)
($A1B1 ⊗ $A2C2 ⊗ $B2C2)
(where the operation defined in the first line is acting on
the state defined in the second line). The graphical rep-
resentation does not indicate which input state or which
operation to employ. We suppress this information, be-
cause we will be interested only in constraints on the re-
sulting correlations that are implied by the topology of
the interactions alone, regardless of the choice of states
and maps.
We will use round edges to denote classical variables
(equivalently, quantum systems described by states
which are diagonal in a given basis). In principle, classi-
cal variables could have more than one outgoing edge,
though this does not happen in the examples consid-
ered here. Of course, the no-cloning principle precludes
a quantum system being used as the input to two dif-
ferent operations. Only graphs that are free of cyclic
dependencies can be interpreted as specifying a causal
structure. Thus, as is the case in classical Bayesian net-
works, every quantum causal structure is associated
with a directed, acyclic graph (commonly abbreviated
DAG).
We note that graphical notations for quantum pro-
cesses have been used frequently before. The most pop-
ular graphical calculus is probably the gate model of
quantum computation [32], where, directly opposite to
our conventions, operations are nodes and systems are
edges. Quantum communication scenarios are often vi-
sualized the same way we employ here [33]. The re-
cently introduced generalized Bayesian networks of [9] are
closely related to our system. There, the authors even
allow for post-quantum resources.
We have noted in the introduction that a classical
Bayesian network not only defines the functional de-
pendencies between random variables, but also pro-
vides a structural formula (1) for the joint distribution
3of all variables in the graph. Again, such a joint state
for all systems that appear in a quantum causal struc-
ture is not in general defined. However, other authors
have considered quantum versions of distributions that
factor as in (1) and have developed graphical notations
to this end. Well-known examples include the related
constructions that go by the name of finitely correlated
states, matrix-product states, tree-tensor networks, or
projected entangled pairs states (a highly incomplete set
of starting points to the literature is given by [34–36]).
Also, certain definitions of quantum Bayesian networks
[37] fall into that class.
ENTROPIC DESCRIPTION OF QUANTUM CAUSAL
STRUCTURES
The entropic description of classical-quantum DAGs
can be seen as a generalization of the framework for
case of purely classical variables [6, 7, 12–14] that con-
sists of three main steps. In the first, we describe the
constraints (given in terms of linear inequalities) over
the entropies of the n variables describing a DAG. In
the second step one needs to add to this basic set of in-
equalities, the causal entropic constraints as encoded in
the conditional independencies implied by the DAG. In
the last step, we need to eliminate from our description
all terms involving variables that are not observable.
The final result of this three steps program is the de-
scription of the marginal entropic constraints implied
by the model under test.
We denote the set of indices of the random variables
by [n] = {1, . . . , n} and its power set (i.e., the set of
subsets) by 2[n]. For every subset S ∈ 2[n] of indices,
let XS be the random vector (Xi)i∈S and denote by
H(S) := H(XS) the associated entropy vector (for some,
still unspecified entropy function H). Entropy is then a
function H : 2[n] → R, S 7→ H(S) on the power set.
Note that as entropies must fulfill some constraints,
not all entropy vectors are possible. That is, given the
linear space of all set functions denoted by Rn and a
function h ∈ Rn the region of vectors in Rn that corre-
spond to entropies is given by
{h ∈ Rn | h(S) = H(S) for some entropy function H} .
Clearly, this region will depend on the chosen entropy
function.
For purely classical variables, H is chosen to
be the Shannon entropy given by H(XS) =
−∑xs p(xs) log2 p(xs). In this case an outer approxima-
tion to the associated entropy region has been studied
extensively in information theory, the so called Shan-
non cone Γn [11], which is the basis of the entropic
approach in classical causal inference [14]. The Shan-
non cone is the polyhedral closed convex cone of set
functions h that respect two elementary inequalities,
known as polymatroidal axioms: The first relation is
the sub-modularity (also known as strong subadditiv-
ity) condition which is equivalent to the positivity of
the conditional mutual information, e.g. I(A : B|C) =
H(A, C) + H(B, C)− H(A, B, C)− H(C) ≥ 0. The sec-
ond inequality – known as monotonicity – is equiva-
lent to the positivity of the conditional entropy, e.g.
H(A|B) = H(A, B)− H(B) ≥ 0.
Here lies the first difference between the classical and
quantum variables, the latter being described in terms
of the quantum analog of the Shannon entropy, the
von Neumann entropy H($A,B) = −Tr ($A,B log $A,B).
While quantum variables respect sub-modularity, the
von Neumann entropy fails to commit with monotonic-
ity. Note, however, that for sets consisting of both classi-
cal and quantum variables, monotonicity may still hold.
That is because the uncertainty about a classical vari-
able A cannot be negative, even if we condition on
an arbitrary quantum variable $, following then that
H(A|$) ≥ 0 [31]. Furthermore, for a classical variable
A, the entropy H(A) reduce to the Shannon entropy
[38].
Another important difference in the quantum case is
the fact that measurements (or more generally complete
positive and trace preserving (CPTP) maps) on a quan-
tum state will generally destroy/disturb the state. To
illustrate that consider the classical-quantum DAG in
Fig. 1. Consider the classical and observable variable
A. It can without loss of generality be considered a
deterministic function of its parents $A1 and $A2 , as
any additional local parent can be absorbed in the lat-
ter. For the variable A to assume a definite outcome, a
joint CPTP map is applied to both parents $A1 and $A2
that will in general disturb these variables. The variable
A does not coexist with variables A1 and A2. There-
fore, no entropy can be associated to these variables si-
multaneously, that is, H(A, A1, A2) cannot be part of
the entropic description of the classical-quantum DAG.
Classically, this problem does not arise as the underly-
ing classical hidden variables could be accessed without
disturbing them.
The elementary inequalities discussed above encode
the constraints that the entropies of any set of classical
or quantum random variables are subject to. Classi-
cally, the causal relationships between the variables are
encoded in the conditional independencies (CI) implied
by the graph. These can be algorithmically enumer-
ated using the so-called d-separation criterion [1]. There-
fore, if one further demands that classical random vari-
ables are a Bayesian network with respect to some given
4DAG, their entropies will also ensue the additional CI
relations implied by the graph. The CIs, relations of
the type p(x, y|z) = p(x|z)p(y|z), defining non-linear
constraints in terms of probabilities are faithfully trans-
late to homogeneous linear constraints on the level of
entropies, e.g. H(X, Y|Z) = 0. The CIs involving
jointly coexisting variables also hold for the quantum
causal structures considered here [9]. However, some
classically valid CIs may, in the quantum case, involve
non coexisting variables and therefore are not valid for
quantum variables. An example of that is illustrated
below for the information causality scenario.
Furthermore, because terms like H(A, A1, A2) are not
part of our description, we need, together with the CIs
implied by the quantum causal structure, a rule telling
us how to map the underlying quantum variables in
their classical descendants, for example, how to map
H(A1, A2) → H(A). This is achieved by the data pro-
cessing (DP) inequality, another basic property that is
valid both for the classical and quantum cases [32]. The
DP inequality basically states that the information con-
tent of a system cannot be increased by acting locally on
it. To exemplify, one DP inequality implied by the DAG
in Fig. 1 is given by I(A : B) ≤ I(A1, A2 : B1, B2), that
is, the mutual information between the classical vari-
ables cannot be larger then the information shared by
their underlying quantum parents.
Finally, we are interested in situations where not all
joint distributions are accessible. Most commonly, this
is because the variables of a DAG can be divided into
observable and not directly observable ones (e.g. the
underlying quantum states in Fig. 1). Given the set of
observable variables, in the classical case, it is natural to
assume that any subset of them can be jointly observed.
However, in quantum mechanics that situation is more
subtle. For example, position Q and momentum P of
a particle are individually measurable, however, there
is no way to consistently assign a joint distribution to
both position and momentum of the same particle [3].
That is while H(Q) and H(P) are part of the entropic
description of classical-quantum DAGs, joint terms like
H(Q, P) cannot be part of it. This motivates the fol-
lowing definition: Given a set of variables X1, . . . , Xn
contained in a DAG, a marginal scenarioM is the collec-
tion of those subsets of X1, . . . , Xn that are assumed to
be jointly measurable.
Given the inequality description of the DAG and
the marginal scenario M under consideration, the last
step consists of eliminating from this inequality de-
scription, the variables that are not directly observable,
that is the variables that are not contained in M. This
is achieved, for example, via a Fourier-Motzkin (FM)
elimination (see appendix for further details). In two of
the examples below (information causality and quan-
tum networks), all the observable quantities correspond
to classical variables, corresponding, for example, to
the outcomes of measurements performed on quantum
states. Therefore, the marginal description will be given
in terms of linear inequalities involving Shannon en-
tropies only. For the super dense coding case, the final
description involves a quantum variable, therefore im-
plying a mixed inequality with Shannon as well von
Neumann entropy terms.
INFORMATION CAUSALITY
The IC principle can be understood as a kind of game:
Alice receives a bit string x of length n, while Bob re-
ceives a random number s (1 ≤ s ≤ n). Bob’s task is
to make a guess Ys about the sth bit of the bit string x
using as resources i) a m-bit message M sent to him by
Alice and ii) some correlations shared between them.
It would be expected that the amount of information
available to Bob about x should be bounded by the
amount of information contained in the message, that
is, H(M). IC makes this notion precise, stating that the
following inequality is valid in quantum theory [24]
n
∑
s=1
I(Xs : Ys) ≤ H(M) (3)
where I(X : Y) is the classical mutual information be-
tween the variables X and Y and the input bits of Alice
are assumed to be independent. This inequality is valid
for quantum correlations but is violated by all nonlocal
correlations beyond Tsirelson’s bound [24, 31, 39].
Consider the case where X = (X1, X2) is a 2-bit
string. The corresponding causal structure to the IC
game is then the one shown in Fig. 1 b). The only
relevant CI is given by I(X1, X2 : AB) = 0. Note
that classically the CI I(X1, X2 : Ys|M, B) = 0 (with
s = 1, 2) would also be part of our entropic descrip-
tion. However, because we cannot assign a joint en-
tropy to Ys and $B, that is not possible in quantum case
anymore. We can now proceed with the general frame-
work. But before doing that we first need to specify in
which marginal scenario we are interested. In Ref. [24]
the authors implicitly restricted their attention to the
marginal scenario defined by {X1, Y1} , {X2, Y2} , {M}.
Proceeding with this marginal scenario we find that the
only non-trivial inequality characterizing this marginal
entropic cone is given by
I(X1 : B1) + I(X2 : B2) ≤ H(M) + I(X1 : X2), (4)
that corresponds exactly to the IC inequality obtained
in [38] where the input bits are not assumed to be inde-
pendent.
5Note, however, that using the aforementioned
marginal scenario, available information is being dis-
carded. The most general possible marginal scenario is
given by {X1, X2, Ys, M} (with s = 0, 1). That is, in this
case we are also interested in how much information
the guess Y1 of the bit X1 together with the message
M may contain about the bit X2 (similarly for B2 and
X1). Proceeding with this marginal scenario we find dif-
ferent classes of non-trivial tight inequalities describing
the marginal information causality cone. Of particular
relevance is the following tighter version of the original
IC inequality
I(X1 : Y1, M) + I(X2 : Y2, M) + I(X1 : X2|Y2, M)
≤ H(M) + I(X1 : X2). (5)
Two different interpretations can be given to this in-
equality: as a monogamy of correlations or as a classical
quantification of causal influence.
For the first interpretation, consider for simplicity
the case where the input bits are independent, that is,
I(X1 : X2) = 0. These independent variables may, how-
ever, become correlated given we know the values of
other variables that depend on them. That is, in general
I(X1 : X2|Y2, M) 6= 0. However, the underlying causal
relationships between the variables impose constraints
on how much we can correlate these variables. In fact,
as we can see from (5), the more information the mes-
sage M and the guess Yi contain about about the input
bit Xi, the smaller is the correlation we can generate be-
tween the input bits. As an extreme example suppose
Alice decides to send M = X1 ⊕ X2. Then X1 and X2
are fully correlated given M, but M doesn’t contain any
information about the individual inputs X1 and X2.
As for the second interpretation, we need to rely on
the classical concept of how to quantify causal influ-
ence between two sets of variables X and Y. As shown
in [40], a good measure CX→Y of the causal influence of
a variable X over a variable Y should be lower bounded
as CX→Y ≥ I(X : Y|PaXY ), where PaXY stands for all
the parents of Y but X. That is, excluded the corre-
lations between X and Y that are mediated via PaXY , the
remaining correlations give a lower bound to the di-
rect causal influence between the variables. Consider
for instance that we allow for an arrow between the in-
put bits X and the guess Y. Therefore, the classical CI
I(X1, X2 : Y1, Y2|M, B) = 0 that is valid for the DAG
in Fig. 1 b), does not hold any longer. In this case
I(X : Y|PaXY ) = I(X1, X2 : Y1, Y2|M, B), an object that
is part of the entropic description in the classical case.
Proceeding with the general framework one can prove
that
CX→Y ≥ I(X1 : Y1, M) + I(X2 : Y2, M)
+ I(X1 : X2|Y2, M)− H(M)− I(X1 : X2). (6)
That is, the degree of violation of (5) (for example, via
a PR-box) gives exactly the minimum amount of direct
causal influence required to obtain the same level of
correlations within a classical model.
Inequality (5) refers to the particular case of two in-
put bits for Alice. As we prove in the appendix the
following generalization for any number of input bits
is valid within quantum theory:
n
∑
i=1
I(Xi : Yi, M) +
n
∑
i=2
I(X1 : Xi|Yi, M)
≤ H(M) +
n
∑
i=1
H(Xi)− H(X1, . . . , Xn). (7)
We further notice that the IC scenario is quite similar
to the super dense coding scenario [15], the only differ-
ence being on the fact that for the latter the message M
is a quantum state. On the level of the entropies this
difference is translated in the fact that the monotonic-
ity H(M|X0, X1, B) ≥ 0 must be replaced by a the weak
monotonicity H(M|X0, X1, B) + H(M) ≥ 0. As proved
in the appendix this implies that a similar inequality (7)
is a also valid for the super dense coding scenario if one
replaces H(M) by 2H(M), that is, a quantum message
(combined with the shared entangled state) may allow
for the double of information to be transmitted.
Finally, to understand how much more powerful in-
equality (5) may be in order to witness postquantum
correlations we perform a similar analysis to the one
in Ref. [41]. We consider the following section of the
nonsignalling polytope
p(a, b|x, y) = γPPR + ePdet + (1− γ− e)Pwhite (8)
with PPR(a, b|x, y) = (1/2)δa⊕b,xy, Pwhite(a, b|x, y) =
1/4 and Pdet(a, b|x, y) = δa,0δb,0 corresponding, respec-
tively to the PR-box, white noise and a deterministic
box. The results are shown in Fig. 2 where it can be
seen that the new inequality is considerably more pow-
erful then the original one. It can for instance witness
the postquantumness of distributions that could not be
detected before even in the limit of many copies.
QUANTUM NETWORKS
Quantum networks are ubiquitous in quantum in-
formation. The basic scenario consists of a collection
of entangled states that are distributed among several
spatially separated parties in order to perform some
informational task, e.g., entanglement percolation [18],
entanglement swapping [43] or distributed computing
[16, 17]. A similar setup is of relevance in classical
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FIG. 2. A slice of the non-signalling polytope corresponding
to the distributions (8). The lower black dashed line is an up-
per limit on quantum correlations obtained via the criterion
in Ref. [42] while the upper solid black line bounds the set
of non-signalling correlations. The solid red, blue and orange
curves correspond, respectively, to the boundaries obtained
with the IC inequalities (5), (3) and (4). Above each of this
curves, the corresponding inequalities are violated. See ap-
pendix for details of how this curves are computed.
causal inference, namely the inference of latent com-
mon ancestors [14, 44]. As we will show next, the topol-
ogy alone of these quantum networks imply non-trivial
constraints on the correlations that can be obtained be-
tween the different parties. We will consider the partic-
ular case where all the parties can be connected by at
most bipartite states. We note, however, that our frame-
work applies as well to the most general case and re-
sults along this line are presented in the appendix.
The problem can be restated as follows. Consider
n observable variables that may be assumed to have
no direct causal influence on each other (as they are
space-like separated). Given some observed correla-
tions between them, the basic question is then: Can
the correlations between these n variables be explained
by (hidden) common ancestors connecting at most 2 of
them? The simplest of such common ancestors scenar-
ios (n = 3), the so called triangle scenario [5, 44, 45], is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the case where the underlying hidden variables
are classical (for example, separable states), the entropic
marginal cone associated to this DAG has been com-
pletely characterized in Ref. [7]. Following the frame-
work delineated before, we can prove that the same
cone is obtained if we replace the underlying classical
variables by quantum states (see appendix). This im-
plies that entropically there are no quantum correlations in
the triangle scenario.
The natural question is how to generalize this result
to more general common ancestor structures for arbi-
trary n. With this aim, we prove in the appendix that
the monogamy relation
∑
i=1,··· ,n
i 6=j
I(Vi : Vj) ≤ H(Vj), (9)
recently derived in [14] is also valid for quantum the-
ory. We also prove in the appendix that this inequality
is valid for general non-signalling theories, generaliz-
ing the result obtained in [9] for n = 3. In addition we
exhibit that for any nontrivial common ancestor struc-
ture there are entropic corollaries even if we allow for
general non-signalling parents.
The inequality (9) can be seen as a kind of monogamy
of correlations. Consider for instance the case n = 3
and label the commons ancestor (any nonsignalling re-
source) connecting variables Vi and Vj by $i,j. If the
dependency between V1 and V2 is large, that means
that V1 has a strong causal dependence on their com-
mon mutual ancestor $1,2. That implies that V1 should
depend only mildly on its common ancestor $1,3 and
therefore its correlation with V3 should also be small.
The inequality (9) makes this intuition precise.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have introduced a systematic algo-
rithm for computing information-theoretic constraints
arising from quantum causal structures. Moreover, we
have demonstrated the versatility of the framework by
applying it to a set of diverse examples from quantum
foundations, quantum communication, and the analy-
sis of distributed architectures. In particular, our frame-
work readily allows to obtain a much stronger version
of information causality.
These examples aside, we believe that the main con-
tribution of this work is to highlight the power of sys-
tematically analyzing entropic marginals. A number
of future directions for research immediately suggest
themselves. In particular, it will likely be fruitful to con-
sider multi-partite versions of information causality or
other information theoretical principles and to further
look into the operational meaning of entropy inequality
violations.
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ZUK 43), the Research Innovation Fund from the Uni-
versity of Freiburg. DG’s research is supported by the
US Army Research Office under contracts W911NF-14-
1-0098 and W911NF-14-1-0133 (Quantum Characteriza-
tion, Verification, and Validation). CM acknowledges
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7APPENDIX
A linear program framework to entropic inequalities
Given the inequality description of the entropic cone
describing a causal structure, to obtain the description
of an associated marginal scenarioM we need to elim-
inate from the set of inequalities all variables not con-
tained in M. After this elimination procedure, we ob-
tain a new set of linear inequalities, constraints that cor-
respond to facets of a convex cone, more precisely the
marginal entropic cone characterizing the compatibil-
ity region of a certain causal structure [7]. This can
be achieved via a Fourier-Motzkin (FM) elimination, a
standard linear programming algorithm for eliminating
variables from systems of inequalities [46]. The prob-
lem with the FM elimination is that it is a double ex-
ponential algorithm in the number of variables to be
eliminated. As the number of variables in the causal
structure of interest increases, typically this elimination
becomes computationally intractable.
While it can be computationally very demanding to
obtain the full description of a marginal cone, to check
if a given candidate inequality is respected by a causal
structure is relatively easy. Consider that a given causal
structure leads to a number N of possible entropies.
These are organized in a n-dimensional vector h.
In the purely classical case, the graph consisting of
n nodes (X1, . . . , Xn) will lead to a N = 2n dimen-
sional entropy vector that can be organized as h =
(H(∅), H(Xn), H(Xn−1), H(Xn−1Xn), . . . , H(X1, . . . , Xn)).
In the quantum case, since not all subsets of variables
may jointly coexist we will have typically that N is
strictly smaller than 2n.
As explained in details in the main text, for this en-
tropy vector to be compatible with a given causal struc-
ture, a set of linear constraints must be fulfilled. These
linear constraints can be casted as a system of inequal-
ities of the form Mh ≥ 0, where M is a m× N matrix
with m being the number of inequalities characterizing
the causal structure.
Given the entropy vector h, any entropic linear in-
equality can be written simply as the inner product
〈I , h〉 ≥ 0, where I is the associated vector to the in-
equality. A sufficient condition for a given inequality
to be valid for a given causal structure is that the as-
sociated set of inequalities Mh ≥ 0 to be true for any
entropy vector h. That is, to check the validity of a test
inequality, one simply needs to solve the following lin-
ear program:
minimize
h∈RN
〈I , h〉 (10)
subject to Mh ≥ 0
In general, this linear program only provides a suf-
ficient but not necessary condition for the validity of a
inequality. The reason for that is the existence of non-
Shannon type inequalities, that are briefly discussed be-
low.
Details about the new IC inequality
In the following we will discuss how to characterize
the most general marginal scenario in the information
causality scenario. We will start discussing the purely
classical case (i.e Alice and Bob share classical correla-
tions) and afterwards apply the linear program frame-
work to prove that all inequalities characterizing the
classical Shannon cone are also valid for quantum me-
chanical correlations.
The classical causal structure associated with infor-
mation causality contains six classical variables S =
{X1, X2, Y1, Y2, M,λ}. The variable λ stands here for
the classical analog of the quantum state $AB. The
most general marginal scenario that is compatible with
the information causality game and thus with proto-
cols using more general resources such as nonlocal
boxes is given by M = {X1, X2, Yi, M} (with i = 1, 2).
The relevant conditional independencies implied by the
graph are given by I(X1, X2 : λ) = 0 and I(X1, X2 :
Y1, Y2|M,λ) = 0. CIs like I(X1 : Y1|M,λ) = 0 are im-
plied by the relevant ones together with the polyma-
troidal axioms for the set S of variables, and in this
sense are thus redundant. Given this inequality de-
scription (basic inequalities plus CIs) we need to elimi-
nate from our description, via a FM elimination, all the
variable not contained inM.
Our first step was to eliminate from the system of
inequalities the variable λ. Doing that one obtains
a new set of inequalities for the five variables S =
{X1, X2, Y1, Y2, M}. These set of inequalities is simply
given by the basic inequalities plus one single non-
trivial inequality, implied by the CIs:
H(Y1, Y2, M)+H(X1, X2) ≤ H(M)+H(X1, X2, Y1, Y2, M)
(11)
We then proceed eliminating all variables not con-
tained in M. The final inequality description of the
marginal cone of M can be organized in two groups.
The first group contains all inequalities that are valid
for the collection of variables in M independently of
the underlying causal relationships between them, that
is, they follow from the basic inequalities alone. The
second group contains the inequalities that follow from
the basic inequalities plus the conditional independen-
cies implied by the causal structure. These are the in-
equalities capturing the causal relations implied by in-
8formation causality and there are 54 of them. Among
these 54 inequalities, one of particular relevance is the
tighter IC inequality (5) given in the main text.
One can prove, using the linear program framework
delineated before, that this inequality is also valid for
the corresponding quantum causal structure shown in
Fig. 1 b). Following the discussion in the main text, the
sets of jointly existing variables in the quantum case
are given by S0 = {X1, X2, A, B}, S1 = {X1, X2, M, B}
and S2 = {X1, X2, M, Yi} (with i = 1, 2). One can think
about these sets of variables in a time ordered manner.
At time t = 0 the joint existing variables are the in-
puts X1 and X2 of Alice, together with the shared quan-
tum state $A,B. At time t = 1 Alice encodes the input
bits into the message M also using her correlations with
Bob obtained through the shared quantum state. Doing
that, Alice disturbs her part A of the quantum system
that therefore does not coexist anymore with the vari-
ables defined in S1. In the final step of the protocol at
time t = 2, Bob uses the received message M and its
part B of the quantum state in order to make a guess Y1
or Y2 about Alice’s inputs. Once more, by doing that B
ceases to coexist with the variables contained in S2.
Following the general idea, we write down all the ba-
sic inequalities for the sets S0 and S1 and S2, together
with the conditional independencies and the data pro-
cessing inequalities. As discussed before, because the
quantum analogous of I(X1, X2 : Y1, Y2|M,λ) = 0 has
no description in the quantum case, the only CI im-
plied here will be I(X1, X2 : A, B) = 0. The causal
relations encoded in the other CIs are taken care by the
data processing inequalities. Below we list all used data
processing inequalities:
I(X1, X2 : Yi)≤ I(X1, X2 : M, B)
I(Xi : Yj)≤ I(Xi : M, B)
I(Xi : Xi⊕1, Yj)≤ I(Xi : Xi⊕1, B)
I(X1, X2 : Yi, M)≤ I(X1, X2 : B, M)
I(Xi : Yj, M)≤ I(Xi : B, M)
I(Xi : Xi⊕1, Yj, M) ≤I(Xi : Xi⊕1, B, M)
Note that some of these DP inequalities may be re-
dundant, that is, they may be implied by other DP in-
equalities together with the basic inequalities.
We organize all the above constraints into a matrix
M and given a certain candidate inequality I we run
the linear program discussed before. Doing that one
can easily prove that inequality (5) is also valid in the
quantum case.
Note that this computational analysis will in general
be restricted by the number of variables involved in the
causal structure. To circumvent that we provide in the
following an analytical proof of the validity of the gen-
eralized IC inequality (7) for the quantum causal struc-
ture in Fig. 1 b).
Proof. First rewrite the following conditional mutual in-
formation as
I(X1 : Xi|Yi, M) = I(X1 : Xi, Yi, M)− I(Xi : Yi, M).
(12)
The LHS of the inequality (7) can then be rewritten as
I(X1 : Y1, M) +
n
∑
i=2
I(Xi : X1, Yi, M). (13)
This quantity can be upper bounded as
≤ I(X1 : B, M) +∑ni=2 I(Xi : X1, B, M) (14)
= ∑ni=1 H(Xi) + H(B, M) + (n− 2)H(X1, B, M)−∑ni=2 H(X1, Xi, B, M) (15)
≤ ∑ni=1 H(Xi) + H(B, M)− H(X1, . . . , Xn, B, M) (16)
≤ ∑ni=1 H(Xi) + H(B, M)− H(X1, . . . , Xn, B) (17)
= ∑ni=1 H(Xi) + H(B, M)− H(X1, . . . , Xn)− H(B) (18)
≤ ∑ni=1 H(Xi) + H(M)− H(X1, . . . , Xn) (19)
leading exactly to the inequality (7). In the proof
above we have used consecutively i) the data pro-
cessing inequalities I(X1 : Y1, M) ≤ I(X1 : B, M)
and I(Xi : X1, Yi, M) ≤ I(Xi : X1, B, M), ii) the fact
that −∑N−1i=1 H(Xi, X1, B, M) ≤ −H(X1, . . . , Xn, B, M)−
(n − 2)H(X1, B, M) (as can be easily be proved induc-
tively using the strong subadditivity property of en-
tropies), iii) the monotonicity H(M|X1, . . . , Xn, B) ≥ 0,
iv) the independence relation I(X1, . . . , Xn : B) = 0 and
v) the positivity of the mutual information I(B : M) ≥
0
Note that this proof can be easily adapted to the
9case where the message M sent from Alice to Bob is
a quantum state. In this case there two differences.
First, because the message is disturbed in order to cre-
ate the guess Yi, we cannot assign a entropy to M and
Yi simultaneously. That is, in the LHS side of the in-
equality (7) we replace I(Xi : Yi, M) → I(Xi : Yi) and
I(X1 : Xi|Yi, M) → I(X1 : Xi|Yi). The second difference
is in step iii), because we have used the monotonicity
H(M|X1, . . . , Xn, B) ≥ 0 that is not valid for a quantum
message. Instead of that, we can use a weak monotonic-
ity inequality, namely H(M|X1, . . . , Xn, B) + H(M) ≥ 0.
Therefore, in the final inequality (7), I(Xi : Yi, M) →
I(Xi : Yi) and I(X1 : Xi|Yi, M) → I(X1 : Xi|Yi) and
H(M) is replaced by 2H(M) (here, H standing for the
von Neumann entropy), leading exactly to what should
be expected of a super dense coding [15].
Proving that in the triangle scenario the classical and
quantum marginal cones coincide
Since 1998 it is known that, for a number of vari-
ables n ≥ 4, there are inequalities valid for Shannon en-
tropies that cannot be derived from the elemental set of
polymatroidal axioms (submodularity and monotonic-
ity) [47]. These are the so called non-Shannon type in-
equalities [11]. More precisely, the existence of these
inequalities imply that the true entropic cone (denoted
by Γ∗n) is a strict subset of the Shannon cone, that is, the
inclusion Γ∗n ⊆ Γn is strict for n ≥ 4.
Remember that a convex cone has a dual description,
either in terms of its facets or its extremal rays. In terms
of its half-space description the strict inclusion Γ∗n ⊂
Γn implies that while all Shannon type inequalities are
valid for any true entropy vector, they may fail to be
tight. In terms of the extremal rays, this implies that
some of the extremal rays of the Shannon cone are not
populated, that is, there is no well defined probability
distribution with an entropy vector corresponding to it.
Sometimes, the projection of the outer approximation
Γn onto a subspace, described by the marginal cone ΓM,
may lead to the true cone in the marginal space, that is
ΓM = Γ
∗
M [6]. A sufficient condition for that to happen
is that all the extremal rays of ΓM are populated. Us-
ing this idea, in the following we will prove that all the
extremal rays describing the Shannon marginal cone of
classical triangle scenario are populated, proving that
in this case the Shannon and true marginal cones coin-
cide. We will then use the linear program framework
delineated previously in order to prove that all the cor-
responding inequalities are also valid for underlying
quantum states, therefore proving that entropically the
set of classical and quantum correlations coincide.
Proceeding with the three steps program delineated
in the main text, one can see that the marginal scenario
{A, B, C} of the triangle scenario is completely charac-
terized by the following non-trivial Shannon type in-
equalities (and permutations thereof) [7]
I(A : B) + I(A : C)− H(A) ≤ 0, (20)
I(A : B : C) + I(A : B) + I(A : C) + I(B : C)− H(A, B) ≤ 0, (21)
I(A : B : C) + I(A : B) + I(A : C) + I(B : C)− 1
2
(H(A) + H(B) + H(C)) ≤ 0, (22)
plus the polymatroidal axioms for the three vari-
ables A, B, C. Given the inequality description of the
marginal cone we have used the software PORTA [48]
in order to recover the extremal rays of it. There are
only 10 extremal rays, that can be organized in the 4
different types listed in Table I .
Below we list the probability distributions reproduc-
ing the 4 different types of entropy vectors:
p1 (a, b, c) =
{
1/2 if a = {1, 2} and b = c = {1}
0 , otherwise
, (23)
p2 (a, b, c) =
{
1/2 if a = b = {1, 2} and c = {1}
0 , otherwise
, (24)
p3 (a, b, c) =
{
1/4 if a⊕ b⊕ c = 0 with a, b, c = {1, 2}
0 , otherwise
, (25)
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Extremal rays of the marginal triangle scenario
type # of permutations HC HB HBC HA HAC HAB HABC
1 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
2 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2
4 3 3 3 5 2 4 4 6
TABLE I. The four kinds of extremal rays defining the marginal entropic cone of the triangle scenario.
and
p4 (a, b, c) =
{
1/64 if a⊕ b + a⊕ c + b⊕ c = 0 with a = {1, . . . , 4} and b, c = {1, . . . , 8}
0 , otherwise
, (26)
Since all the extremal rays are populated, this proves
that ΓM = Γ
∗
M for the marginal scenario M =
{A, B, C} of the triangle scenario.
To prove that the same entropic cone holds for the
associated quantum causal structure (Fig. 1 a) we just
need to prove that all the inequalities defining ΓM hold
true in the quantum case. Clearly, the polymatroidal
axioms for {A, B, C} also hold true in the quantum
case, since these variables are classical. Using the linear
programming framework detailed above, one can also
prove that the inequalities (20), (21) and (22) hold if the
underlying hidden variables stand for quantum states.
The sets of jointly existing variables in the quan-
tum case are given by S0 = {A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2},
S1 = {A, B1, B2, C1, C2}, S2 = {A1, A2, B, C1, C2},
S3 = {A1, A2, B1, B2, C}, S4 = {A, B, C1, C2}, S5 =
{A, B1, B2, C}, S6 = {A1, A2, B, C} and S7 =
{A, B, C}. The fact that the quantum states are as-
sumed to be independent is translated in the CI
H(A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2) = H($A1,B1) + H($A2,C1) +
H($C2,C2). The causal constraint that the observable
variables have no direct influence on each other (all the
correlation are mediated by the underlying quantum
states) is encoded in the CI given by I(A : B|A1) =
I(A : B|B1) = 0 (similarly for permutation of the vari-
ables). Below we also list all used data processing in-
equalities:
I(A : B)≤ I(A : B1, B2)
I(A : B)≤ I(A1, A2 : B)
I(A : B)≤ I(A1, A2 : B1, B2)
I(A : B, C)≤ I(A : B, C1, C2)
I(A : B, C)≤ I(A : B1, B2, C)
I(A : B, C)≤ I(A : B1, B2, C1, C2)
I(A : B, C)≤ I(A1, A2 : B, C1, C2)
I(A : B, C)≤ I(A1, A2 : B1, B2, C)
I(A : B, C)≤ I(A1, A2 : B1, B2, C1, C2)
I(A, B1 : B2)≤ I(A1, A2, B1 : B2)
I(A, C1 : C2)≤ I(A1, A2, C1 : C2)
and similarly for permutations of all variables. Again,
note that some of these DP inequalities may be redun-
dant, that is, they may be implied by other DP inequal-
ities together with the basic inequalities.
Proving the monogamy relations of quantum networks
In the following we provide an analytical proof of the
monogamy inequality (9) in the main text.
We start with the case n = 3. For a Hilbert space
H we denote the set of quantum states, i.e. the set of
positive semidefinite operators with trace one, on it by
S(H).
Theorem 1. Let $A1 A2B1B2C1C2 = $A1B2 ⊗ $B1C2 ⊗ $C1 A2
be a sixpartite quantum state on H = HA1 ⊗HA2 ⊗HB1 ⊗
HB2 ⊗HC1 ⊗HC2 . Let further ΦN : S
(HN1 ⊗HN2) →
S (HN) be an arbitrary measurement for N = A, B, C. Then
I(A : B) + I(A : C) ≤ H(A). (27)
Proof. Data processing yields
I(A : B) + I(A : C) ≤ I(A : B1B2) + I(A : C1C2).(28)
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Then we exploit the chain rule twice and afterwards
data processing again,
I(A : B1B2) = I(A : B2) + I(A : B1|B2)
= I(A : B2) + I(AB2 : B1)− I(B2 : B1)
≤ I(A : B2) + I(A1 A2B2 : B1)
= I(A : B2). (29)
We have therefore
I(A : B) + I(A : C) ≤ I(A : B2) + I(A : C1), (30)
from which it follows that
I(A : B2) + I(A : C1)
= 2H(A) + H(B2) + H(C1)− H(AB2)− H(AC1)
≤ H(A) + H(B2) + H(C1)− H(AB2C1)
= H(A)− H(A|B2C1)
≤ H(A), (31)
where in the second line we used strong subadditivity
and in the last line we used that the entropy of a classi-
cal state conditioned on a quantum state is positive.
This proof can easily be generalized to the case of an
arbitrary number of random variables resulting from a
classical-quantum Bayesian network in with each par-
ent connects has at most two children.
Corollary 2. Let
$ =
n⊗
i,j=1
i<j
$(ij),(ji)
be an n(n− 1)-partite quantum state on
H =
n⊗
i,j=1
i 6=j
H(ij),
and let
Φi : S
⊗
j 6=i
H(ij)
→ S (Hi)
be an arbitrary measurement for i = 1, ..., n. Then
n
∑
i=2
I(1 : i) ≤ H(1) (32)
Proof. First, utilize the independences in the same way
as in the proof of Theorem 1 to conclude
n
∑
i=2
I(1 : i) ≤
n
∑
i=2
I(1 : (i1)). (33)
σAB σAC σBC
X Y Z
FIG. 3. The GBN for the triangle
Now continue by induction. For n = 3 we have, accord-
ing to the proof of Theorem 1,
I(1 : (21)) + I(1 : (31)) ≤ H(1). (34)
Now assume
n−1
∑
i=2
I(1 : (i1)) ≤ H(1). (35)
Using the proof of Theorem 1 again and stopping before
the last inequality in (31) we get
I(1 : (n− 11)) + I(1 : (n1)) ≤ I(1 : (n− 11)(n1)), (36)
i.e. we get
n
∑
i=2
I(1 : (i1)) ≤
n−1
∑
i=2
I(1 : (i1)′) ≤ H(1), (37)
where we defined the primed systems by H(n−11)′ =
H(n−11) ⊗H(n1), observing that this yields a classical-
quantum bayesian network with n − 1 nodes and and
connectivity two and used the induction hypothe-
sis.
Proving the monogamy relation for GPTs
We want to prove the inequality
∑
j∈{1,...,n}
j 6=i
I(Vi : Vj) ≤ H(Vi) (38)
For random variables that constitute a generalized
Bayesian network [9] with respect to a DAG where each
parent correlates at most two of them, i.e. the ran-
dom variables are results of measurements on a set of
arbitrary non-signalling resources shared between two
parties. The case of three random variables has been
proven in [9], the purpose of this appendix is to prove
the generalization to an arbitrary number of random
variables. Also we want to proof that for any fixed con-
nectivity number for the parent nodes there are entropic
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corollaries. To this end we have to introduce a frame-
work to handle generalized probabilistic theories that
are non-signaling and have a property called local dis-
criminability that was developed in [49].
An operational probabilistic theory has two basic no-
tions, systems and tests. Tests are the objects that repre-
sent any physical operation that is performed, e.g. the
preparation of a state, or a measurement. A test has
input and output systems and can have a classical ran-
dom variable as measurement outcome as well. An out-
come together with the corresponding output system
state is called event. The components are graphically
represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where
the nodes represent tests, and the edges represent sys-
tems. We use the convention that the diagram is read
from bottom to top, i.e. a tests input systems are rep-
resented by edges coming from below and its output
systems are edges emerging from the top of the node:
X
A
B
If a system has trivial input or trivial output we omit
the edge and represent the node by a half moon shape.
Tests with trivial input are called preparations, tests with
trivial output are called measurements.
X
Y
B
A
If we do not need to talk about the systems we omit
the labels of the edges, and preparation tests are given
greek letter labels, as they have, without loss of gener-
ality, only a single event.
σ
Y
Finally we assume, just as it is done in [9], that there
exists a unique way of discarding a system, which we
denote by
.
We call this the discarding test, and it is shown in [49]
that its existence and uniqueness is equivalent to the
non-signaling condition. These elements can now be
connected by using the output system of one test as in-
put system for another. An arrangment of tests is called
a generalized Bayesian network (GBN). We also say that
the arrangement forms a GBN with respect to a DAG G,
or that a GBN has shape G, if the tests are arranged ac-
cording to it, analogous to the classical case introduced
in the main text.
The main ingredient for the proof of (38) for n = 3 in
[9] is the following
Lemma 3 ([9], Thm. 23.). For any probability distribution
p(x, y, z) of random variables that are the classical output
of a GBN with respect to the DAG in Figure 3 there is a
probability distribution p′ such that
p′(x, z) = p′(x)p′(z) (39)
p′(x, y) = p(x, y) (40)
p′(y, z) = p(y, z) (41)
For our purposes we need a generalization of this re-
sult. The GBN for the scenario of any parent connecting
at most m children can be described as follows. The n
random variables V1, ..., Vn arise from n measurement
tests. For any m of these measurement tests there is a
preparation test whose output systems are input for ex-
actly these measurements. We denote the preparation
test corresponding to a subset I ⊂ {1, ..., n}, |I| = m by
σI . In total there are therefore (
n
m) preparations. This
GBN can be found in Figure 4, and we denote the cor-
responding DAG by Gn,m.
Lemma 4. For any probability distribution arising from a GBN of shape Gn,m and any index i ∈ {1, ..., n} there is a
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σ12...m σ1...m−1m+1 ... σn−m...n
V1 V2 ... Vm ... Vn
... ... ...
FIG. 4. A generalized Bayesian network for Gn,m
σ12 σ13 σ′13 σ′23
V2 V3 V4
FIG. 5. An example of the modified GBN from Lemma 4 for
n = 3 and i = 2
probability distribution p′ such that any bivariate marginal
involving Vi is equal to the corresponding marginal of p and
p′(v1, ...vi−1, vi+1, ..., vn) is compatible with Gn−1,m−1.
Proof. Analoguous to the proof of Lemma 3 in [9] we
define a new GBN from the old one as follows:
• Any preparation test σI with i ∈ I is left as it is.
• Any preparation test σI with i /∈ I is copied. In
one copy the first outgoing edge is discarded and
in the second copy all edges except the first are
discarded.
The modified GBN is depicted in Figure 5 for n = 3,
m = 2 and i = 2. It can be seen in an analogous way as
in the proof of Theorem 23 in [9] that using the prob-
ability distribution that arises from this GBN as p′ has
the desired properties.
We are now ready to prove the inequality (38).
Theorem 5. Let V1, ..., Vn be random variables defined by a
GBN of shape Gn,2. Then for any i ∈ {1, ..., n}
∑
j∈{1,...,n}
j 6=i
I(Vi : Vj) ≤ H(Vi) (42)
Proof. Without loss of generality we take i = 1. We
proceed by induction over n. For n = 2 the inequality is
trivially true. Assume now that the statement is true for
n − 1. We construct the probability distribution p′ ac-
cording to Lemma 4 and observe that p′(v2, ..., vn) arises
from G1,n−1, i.e. it is a product distribution. Denote the
modified random variables by V′1, ..., V
′
n and calculate
n
∑
j=2
I(V1 : Vj) =
n
∑
j=2
I(V′1 : V
′
j )
= I(V′2 : V′3)− I(V′2 : V′3|V′1) + I(V′1 : V′2V′3) +
n
∑
j=4
I(V′1 : V
′
j )
≤ I(V′1 : V′2V′3) +
n
∑
j=4
I(V′1 : V
′
j ), (43)
where the inequality follows from the independence of
V′2 and V′3 and srong subadditivity. Now observe that
with X = (V′2, V′3) the distribution of V′1, X, V
′
4, ..., V
′
n is
compatible with Gn−1,2 and therefore we have, using the
induction hypothesis,
I(V′1 : V
′
2V
′
3) +
n
∑
j=4
I(V′1 : V
′
j ) ≤ H(V′1). (44)
But p′(v1) = p(v1) and therefore (38) is proven.
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For general m the situation is somewhat less simple,
but for the special case of n = m + 1 we can still prove
a nontrivial inequality.
Theorem 6. Let V1, ..., Vm+1 be random variables corre-
sponding to a GBN of shape Gm+1,m. Then
m+1
∑
k=2
I(V1 : Vk) ≤
m−3
∑
k=0
(m− k− 1)(m− k− 1)!
(m− 1)! H(Vk+1),
(45)
and there is a set of random variables X1, ..., Xm+1 incompat-
ible with Gm+1,m that violates this inequality.
Note that this inequality is, in particular, also true
for quantum-classical bayesian networks and, to our
knowledge, provides the only known entropic corollar-
ies in this case, too.
Proof. (by induction) For m = 1 the statement is trivially
true, as then the two random variables are independent
and therefore I(V1 : V2) = 0 ≤ 0. Assume now the in-
equality was proven for m− 1. Construct random vari-
ables V′1, ..., V
′
m+1 according to Lemma 4. Then calculate
m+1
∑
k=2
I(V1 : Vk) =
m+1
∑
k=2
I(V′1 : V
′
k)
=
1
m− 1
m+1
∑
k=3
[
I(V′2 : V′k)− I(V′2 : V′k |V′1) + I(V′1 : V′2V′k) + (m− 2)I(V′1 : V′k)
]
≤ 1
m− 1
m+1
∑
k=3
[
I(V′2 : V′k) + I(V
′
1 : V
′
2V
′
k) + (m− 2)I(V′1 : V′k)
]
≤ (m− 1)H(V′1) +
1
m− 1
m−4
∑
k=0
(m− k− 2)(m− k− 2)!
(m− 2)! H(Vk+2)
= (m− 1)H(V′1) +
m−3
∑
k=1
(m− k− 1)(m− k− 1)!
(m− 1)! H(Vk+1)
=
m−3
∑
k=0
(m− k− 1)(m− k− 1)!
(m− 1)! H(Vk+1), (46)
where the first inequality follows from strong subad-
ditivity and the second inequality follows from the in-
duction hypothesis and the trivial bound I(X : Y) ≤
H(X). This completes the proof of the first asser-
tion, i.e. that the inequality is fulfilled by random
variables from a GBN of shape Gm+1,m. To see that
more general random variables violate this inequality,
let Xi = X, i = 1, ..., m+ 1, where X is an unbiased coin.
In other words, the Xi are maximally corellated. Then
H(Xi) = 1 and I(X1 : Xi) = 1. Therefore we have
m+1
∑
k=2
I(X1 : Xk) = m, (47)
but
m−3
∑
k=0
(m− k− 1)(m− k− 1)!
(m− 1)! H(Xk+1) =
m−3
∑
k=0
(m− k− 1)(m− k− 1)!
(m− 1)!
= m− 2
(m− 1)! < m, (48)
hence the inequality (45) is violated
Note that this inequality yields nontrivial constraints
for the entropies of random variables resulting from a
GBN of any shape Gn,m, n > m, as it can be applied to
any m + 1 of the n variables.
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